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Technical Note

Multisection Dynamic CT Perfusion for Acute Cerebral
Ischemia: The ‘‘Toggling-table’’ Technique

Heidi C. Roberts, Timothy P. L. Roberts, Wade S. Smith, Theodore J. Lee, Nancy J. Fischbein, and
William P. Dillon

Summary: A new CT perfusion technique providing ex-
tended anatomic coverage was evaluated in 12 patients
with suspected acute middle cerebral artery ischemia. With
a multidetector CT scanner, scans were obtained in an al-
ternating fashion at two distinct ‘‘toggling’’ table positions
(two 1-cm sections each) during a 40-mL contrast agent
bolus (approximately 5 seconds per image), and perfusion
parameter maps were created. The CT perfusion results
were compared with follow-up images.

Nine patients showed focal perfusion abnormalities in at
least one section, most commonly on mean transit time
maps. Using a single table location would have underesti-
mated or missed the involved tissue in most cases. In three
of 12 patients, perfusion maps failed to delineate any ab-
normality. In two patients, perfusion and diffusion MR im-
aging confirmed the absence of perfusion abnormality and
tissue injury, respectively. In one case, a small ischemic
injury was revealed by diffusion MR imaging.

By using the toggling-table approach, perfusion images
can be obtained over an extended anatomic area and, thus,
reveal the presence and the extent of presumed tissue
injury.

Perfusion- and diffusion-weighted MR imaging
is a valuable tool for the assessment of suspected
stroke (1), but it has limitations for severely ill pa-
tients or might not be available in an emergency.
In the current era of thrombolytic therapy, rapid
identification of the presence and extent of ische-
mia is essential (2, 3). Given its widespread avail-
ability and tolerability, research has been redirected
toward CT to obtain physiological information
about ischemic tissue. In particular, dynamic CT
perfusion techniques have been advocated, yielding
perfusion information comparable to that provided
from MR images (4–11). One disadvantage of the
CT perfusion techniques is the limited anatomic
coverage of single-section data acquisition. Even
multidetector scanners do not fully address this is-
sue; anatomic coverage is still limited to 2 cm (us-
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ing the Lightspeed scanner; General Electric Med-
ical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Among patients
with suspected acute ischemic stroke, the noncon-
trast CT scans might be normal, and a single-lo-
cation perfusion scan has been shown to miss a
pathologic area (10).

We implemented a technique to expand the an-
atomic coverage of CT perfusion acquisition, by
toggling the table between two locations during dy-
namic scanning. Although this compromises tem-
poral resolution somewhat, useful and predictive
perfusion parameters can, nevertheless, be derived.

Description of the Technique
Data acquisition was performed with a multidetector CT

scanner (Lightspeed; General Electric Medical Systems, Mil-
waukee, WI).

After a noncontrast CT scan of the whole brain, the dynamic
CT perfusion series was performed (field of view, 25 cm; 120
kV; 30–60 mA; matrix, 512 3 512; injection, 40 mL nonionic
contrast agent with a flow rate of 3–4 mL/s; delay, 9 seconds;
data acquisition, 40–60 seconds). Two locations with two sec-
tions each (all 1 cm thick) were scanned in an alternating fash-
ion with ‘‘toggling-table’’ movement. The whole dynamics of
a contrast agent transit curve can be observed in two distinct,
2-cm–thick locations representing the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) territory. The locations were typically chosen first at
the level of the insula/basal ganglia and third ventricle, then
through the centrum semiovale and deep white matter. Tem-
poral resolution occurred in approximately 5 seconds. (Note:
according to our own experience, two sections with 1-cm
thickness in each location are more practical for data analysis;
however, in a similar fashion, four sections with 0.5-mm thick-
ness might be chosen at each location, leading to a total of
eight sections.)

The CT perfusion images were analyzed off-line on a Sun
Ultra 1 Workstation (Sun Microsystems; Palo Alto, CA) using
the MRVision software package (The MRVision Company,
Wakefield, MA). From the obtained density values, the follow-
ing perfusion parameter maps were calculated on a pixel-by-
pixel basis from the four sections at the two distinct locations:
peak density change (peak), time to peak (TTP), the relative
cerebral blood volume (rCBV) computed from the integral un-
der the contrast agent transit curve, the mean transit time
(MTT) estimated from the full width of the contrast agent tran-
sit curve at half height, and the relative cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) calculated as the ratio of rCBV and MTT, according to
the central volume theorem.

Patients and Methods
Twelve patients with suspected acute cerebral ischemia in

the MCA territory were included. In all patients, the CT study
was performed within 6 hours of symptom onset. The CT per-
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FIG 1. The CT perfusion maps of a patient with an acute onset of a right-sided weakness (patient 2 in the Table). Noncontrast CT
scan was negative for acute infarct signs. The infarcted area is covered only on the most superior location (sections 3 and 4) of the
four sections from the toggling-table technique (arrows) and would have been missed if a single section location (eg, at the level of
the third ventricle) would have been chosen.

fusion parameter maps were compared with noncontrast fol-
low-up CT scans (at least 3 days after the acute event, n 5 7)
or MR perfusion and diffusion images (acquired between 1
and 4 days after the CT perfusion study, n 5 5).

Discussion
The CT perfusion technique with toggling-table

movement yields four distinct imaging sections
(each 1 cm thick), covering the presumed ischemic
area in the MCA territory. Using multidetector CT
scanners, two distinct locations (each 2 cm thick,
separated into 1-cm–thick sections) can be scanned,
with an effective section-to-section temporal reso-
lution of approximately 5 seconds. A similar ap-
proach can be pursued with helical scanners. The
anatomic coverage then would consist of two dis-
tinct locations/sections, each 1 cm thick, but that
still could represent two separate areas of the MCA
territory.

In nine of 12 patients, perfusion CT revealed fo-
cal, territorial abnormalities, and in all of these pa-
tients the presence of focal cerebral ischemia was
confirmed with CT or MR images. In agreement
with the literature (12), perfusion abnormalities

were notable most commonly in MTT maps (eight
of nine cases), followed by peak and rCBF maps
(seven cases each). The rCBV and TTP maps were
pathologic in only six and five cases, respectively.
The low number of rCBV pathologic abnormalities
is not surprising; during acute stroke, rCBV is in-
fluenced by the severity of hypoperfusion and by
collateral flow and compensatory autoregulation,
and thus can be either increased, normal, or de-
creased (13). The low number of pathologic TTP
maps might be explained by the low temporal res-
olution. In all but one case (patient 1), where injury
related to spontaneous hemorrhage 3 days after the
initial event, the delineated area of perfusion ab-
normality was a good predictor of the ultimate
infarct.

In two of nine cases with positive CT perfusion
results, perfusion abnormalities were visible only
in one of four sections, in two cases in two sec-
tions, in two cases in three sections, and in three
cases in all four sections. In other words, using a
single table position may not have detected areas
of ischemia detected using two table positions
(Fig 1).
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Summary of the CT perfusion findings of the 12 patients

Patient
(no.)

Pathologic
Slices

(n) Peak TTP CBV MTT CBF Confirmation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

4
2
4
2
4
3
1
1
3
0
0
0

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
Follow-up CT
MR
MR
MR (pathologic)
MR, also negative
MR, also negative

Note.—The first column represents the number of slices (out of four) on which the perfusion abnormality was visible. The columns describe the
perfusion abnormality and whether a perfusion parameter map was pathologically positive (1) or not (2).

In eight of nine patients with positive CT per-
fusion findings, ischemic changes were territorial
and caused by a major branch occlusion. In one
patient, the perfusion abnormality was caused by
an angular branch occlusion, which was confirmed
by diffusion-weighted MR imaging.

In three of 12 patients, CT perfusion maps
failed to delineate any abnormality. In two cases,
the absence of a perfusion abnormality was con-
firmed by MR perfusion imaging, and the absence
of tissue injury was confirmed on diffusion-
weighted MR image. In one case, however, dif-
fusion MR imaging delineated an injury that was
confined to a small angular branch and not visible
on CT perfusion maps.

The presented preliminary data on 12 patients
show only one false-negative result in a patient
who demonstrated an angular branch occlusion on
diffusion-weighted MR imaging (Table). Con-
firmed territorial infarcts, caused by major branch
occlusions of the MCA, were detected in all cases.
Within this limited series of patients, there was no
false-positive result.

There have been other approaches in the liter-
ature to circumvent the limited anatomic coverage
of a single-section CT perfusion technique. One
approach is to use subtraction images of nonenh-
anced and contrast-enhanced spiral or helical im-
ages of the whole brain, which then indicate the
perfused area of the cerebral tissue (4). Normali-
zation to Hounsfield unit changes in a reference
blood vessel allows interpretation of such subtrac-
tion images as maps of fractional, or perfused,
blood volume, and possible delineation of the
acute infarct as reduction in rCBV. Information is
then limited to this perfusion parameter only,
which is less sensitive for the delineation of acute
ischemia than, for example, MTT maps (see
above). Another approach is to scan several (max-
imum, three) distinct sections consecutively with
high temporal resolution (11), with the number of

scanned sections depending on the result of the
perfusion parameter maps of the previously
scanned location. This, however, not only requires
time-consuming data postprocessing and analysis
to make the decision whether to scan the next sec-
tion, but also increases the amount of injected con-
trast agent, and thus possibly precludes a succes-
sive CT angiography acquisition.

In summary, the proposed toggling-table tech-
nique is a useful method to expand the anatomic
coverage of CT dynamic perfusion. This may help
confirm or exclude the diagnosis of an acute is-
chemic event in a significant volume of the cere-
bral hemisphere. It is easily performed and is suf-
ficient for the calculation of relative perfusion
maps. These first results demonstrate a reliable di-
agnosis of cerebral ischemia most prominently in
the MTT maps. Ongoing studies in a larger patient
population are underway to provide numbers for
specificity and sensitivity.
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